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STIs
How germs spread
Common STIs
What an STI test entails
What to do when testing positive
for STIs
SAFE SEX PRACTICES
Using safe sex practices
Talk to partners
Getting tested
Taking necessary medications
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Information in this presentation is meant
to be educational
However, sometimes discussing bodies,
sex, sexuality, dating and relationships
can be triggering
We urge you to do whatever you need to
do in order to feel safe and comfortable

Breathe. Take a break if you
need to. Honor your emotions.
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Sexually Transmitted Infection
STI
infections that are transmitted through
sexual contact
they are also called STDs
STD is a Sexually Transmitted Disease
STDs and STIs are the same thing
Canada uses STIs because research
showed that people were less likely to
seek help and take care of their bodies
if they thought they had a disease

For the purposes of this presentation
we will be using the term STI
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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It’s not as important to be an expert on STIs as it is to talk about them in
a non-shameful way
If you had a cold, cough or flu in the last year, we hope nobody told you
you got sick because you were a bad person
STIs are the same as any other illness, but there is stigma around them,
meaning people hold negative assumptions about folks who have
contracted an STI

In reality, contracting an STI just means that a person
had some sort of sexual interaction with another person
and picked up an infection
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DESTIGMATIZE
We hope by the end of this lesson you’re
able to see STIs as something that may occur
to folks who engage in sexual activity, and
nothing more
Let’s be honest, a lot of people engage in
sexual activity!
Did you know? 1 out of 3 people will contract an
STI in their lifetime. It’s nothing to be ashamed of!
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STIs

CASUAL CONTACT

SEXUAL CONTACT

Germs passing from hand to hand during a
handshake

Germs live on the genitals and spread
through sexual touch

When a person sneezes, germs leave their
mouth and fly through the air, landing on
new people

This is how STIs spread

This is not how STIs spread, but how other
common infections spread, like colds!
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STIs

STIs SPREAD IN TWO DIFFERENT WAYS:
Skin to Skin Contact

Fluid to Fluid Contact

Mouth

Blood

Genitals
(everything in between the legs)

Semen

Anus

Rectal Fluid

You can’t contract or spread STIs from
shaking hands, hugging, or cuddling!

Vaginal Fluid

You can’t get STIs from tears, pools or
sharing drinks!
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The kinds of skins that spread
STIs are different from the
other skin on our body
HOW STIs SPREAD

Skin to Skin

The mouth, genitals and anus have cells
called D-cells that have direct access to the
bloodstream
The skin is also kinda squishy! Think about the
skin in your mouth.
These skins get little cuts that we often
don’t feel called fissures that also have direct
access to the bloodstream
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Fluids in our body carry a
viral load
VIRAL LOAD
When we’re sick with a virus, certain fluids
in our body will be potent with that virus

Blood has a very high viral load
HOW STIs SPREAD

Fluid to Fluid

So if we’re sick with a virus, the virus will be potent in the blood

Semen also has a high viral load, but not
as high as blood
Vaginal fluid is less than semen
And rectal fluid is less than semen
Tip: When we use protection, like condoms,
we’re preventing skin to skin contact and
fluid to fluid contact
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Some are
very mild

Some are
more serious

Some can
be fatal

Don’t fret! Almost all STIs have easy treatment plans
that either cure the illness or allow folks to live
without experiencing symptoms!
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BACTERIA
VIRUSES

As you’re reading this, your body is
fighting off 2000 viruses!
Viruses are very common
Don’t forget to thank your body for all
it does for you!
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STIs | How Your Body Defeats a Virus

THIS IS A VIRUS
This virus just entered your body
Your immune system sends white blood cells
(WBCs) to surround virus
and they try to figure out how to defeat it
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STIs | How Your Body Defeats a Virus

Eventually, one WBC will figure it out!
It shares that information with the other
WBCs
Now they all know how to defeat the virus
and work together to take it down

The white blood cells memorize how to defeat
this virus, so the next time your body comes into
contact with it, you are immune
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STIs | How Vaccines Work

Doctors inject a particle that looks like a virus into
the body
The particle has been hollowed out, so the outside
looks like a virus but there’s nothing inside that will
make you sick
The immune system has the same reaction it would
if the real virus had entered the body and fight to
create an immunity
Thus, if you ever come into contact with the real
virus, you are already immune!
Tip: Some STIs have vaccines! Ask your healthcare
practitioner if you have been vaccinated.
Some places allow young people to be vaccinated without
parental consent, and some do not until the age of 18
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BACTERIAL

VIRAL

INFESTATIONS

Chlamydia

Hepatitis B

Pubic Lice (crabs)

Gonorrhea

HSV 1 & 2 (Herpes)

Scabies

Syphilis

HPV (Human
Papilloma Virus)
HIV (Human
Immunodeficiency
Virus)

Which names do
you recognize?
Which have you
never heard before?
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It’s actually not super important to know all
the symptoms of common STIs.

WHY?
Because symptoms of STIs are pretty generic
(rash, fever, nausea, abdominal pain)
It’s easy to think we’ve just come down with
a flu or that we’re having an allergic reaction
And because 70% of the time STIs don’t
even show symptoms!
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Yes, for two reasons:
Leaving STIs untreated can
result in long term effects like
extreme pain, infertility (not
being able to have kids), or
death
Untreated chlamydia can cause
infertility (in all bodies)

We don’t want to pass on STIs
to partners!
STIs are illnesses, and we
don’t want other people to be
ill because of us

Untreated syphilis and HIV can
result in death
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What’s more important is:

1. To assess how your body feels
when it’s healthy

STIs &
Symptoms

How does your body feel right now?
If you do experience symptoms of an STI,
you will hopefully notice because you know
what your baseline feelings are

2. Get tested frequently
Since most of the time STIs don’t
show symptoms, the only true way
to know if you have one is by getting
tested for STIs at a clinic
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The reason 70% of the time STIs don’t show symptoms is actually a
survival mechanism of the virus or bacteria itself!
The viruses and bacteria know they have a greater chance of surviving
and finding more hosts if they lay low when they get into a new body
Their hope is that if they don’t show themselves, their current host
will pass them along to another body
Pretty cool!
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MEANS
It’s part of being a responsible adult

But what does an STI test entail?
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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FREE, FAST & EASY!
STEP 1

Find out where you
can get an STI test
Your local youth clinic,
Planned Parenthood,
family doctor,
walk-in clinic
Find out if you have to
make an appointment or if
you can walk-in

STEP 2

Talk to a healthcare
practitioner (doctor
or nurse practitioner)
They might ask you
questions about your
sexual history

STEP 3

Actual Exam
Visual exam: the
practitioner will look
at your genitals for any
visual symptoms
Swab in the mouth
and/or vagina
Pee in a cup
Bloodwork (usually has to
be done at a lab)
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Find out how to get your results!
Usually if they don’t find anything then
they don’t call you, but always double
check their process just in case!
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STIs

OK AY, SO YOU TESTED POSITIVE
FOR AN STI...
First of all, it’s not a big deal.
Remember, STIs are illnesses, just like getting a cold
Engaging in sexual activity increases your chances of getting an STI, just like
using public transit every day increases your chances of getting a cold
If you test positive for an STI, two things need to happen:
You need to adhere to any treatment plans — taking medication, using
creams, follow-up appointments
You need to inform any partners that may have also been exposed that it’s
time for them to get tested
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STIs

You are legally obligated to inform partners.
YOU CAN TELL
PARTNERS YOURSELF:

in person, over the phone,
over text, over social media

THE CLINIC CAN INFORM
PARTNERS ON YOUR BEHALF:
OR

They usually send
an email or text.

It looks something like this...
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STIs

Getting the clinic to
send this email fulfills
your legal obligation
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LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

Chlamydia
& Gonorrhea

We really want you to
know about these two
because they are the
most common STIs
Even if you don’t experience symptoms,
leaving chlamydia and gonorrhea
untreated can lead to the scarring of
the tubes in the reproductive systems
This scarring can result in infertility (the
inability to conceive a baby) and chronic
abdominal pain

Tip: Treat your STIs!
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

Syphilis

Syphilis is a weird one,
and if left untreated can
be fatal
It infects the body in 3 stages, but the
first two often go unnoticed
In the third stage it would attack
the soft tissues like the brain
However, it’s easy to treat!

Tip: Treat your STIs!
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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This STI is definitely one
you will know you have
It’s an infestation of lice on the genitals
LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

Pubic Lice
(also known as crabs)

Did you know? Pubic lice are exactly
the same as head lice but on your
genitals
We treat it the same way as head lice,
too: purchase lice shampoo from the
drug store and scrub!!

Tip: Treat your STIs!
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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Scabies is technically not
considered a true STI
because it passes from
sexual contact and casual
contact

LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

Scabies

It’s an infestation of mites, which you
cannot see. It looks like a rash and it’s
very contagious.
Scabies likes to live in the folds of the
skin — armpits, elbows, genital folds
To get rid of it you have to get a
lotion from the drug store and apply
multiple times a day
You should also wash all your clothes
and bed sheets because scabies lives
on your materials too!
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BACTERIAL

VIRAL

INFESTATIONS

Chlamydia

Hepatitis B

Pubic Lice (crabs)

Gonorrhea

HSV 1 & 2 (Herpes)

Scabies

Syphilis

HPV (Human
Papilloma Virus)
HIV (Human
Immunodeficiency
Virus)

These STIs are curable
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STIs | Common Sexual Transmitted Infections

BACTERIAL

TREATMENT

INFESTATIONS

TREATMENT

Chlamydia

Antibiotics

Pubic Lice (crabs)

Shampoo

Gonorrhea

Antibiotics

Scabies

Lotion

Syphilis

Two Injections
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BACTERIAL

VIRAL

INFESTATIONS

Chlamydia

Hepatitis B

Pubic Lice (crabs)

Gonorrhea

HSV 1 & 2 (Herpes)

Scabies

Syphilis

HPV (Human
Papilloma Virus)
HIV (Human
Immunodeficiency
Virus)

These STIs are not curable
But they are treatable!
Meaning, there are medications folks
can take to make their effect on the
body very minimal
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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Hep B is an infection of the
liver, but we hope that you
were vaccinated as a baby
so you don’t have to worry
about it!
LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

Hepatitis B

Sometimes the virus goes away on its
own
And if it doesn’t there are antiviral
medications a person can take to
lessen its effect on the body

It’s never too late to be vaccinated
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Human
Papilloma
Virus
HPV
LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

HPV

a cancer causing virus
having HPV puts folks at risk of getting
cervical cancer, rectal cancer and
throat cancer
there is no STI test for HPV
the only way to know if you have HPV is
through PAP tests
PAP tests are testing for cancerous or
irregular cells in the cervix
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Recently, a vaccine was
created to protect us from
contracting HPV!

LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

HPV

That means we have a
vaccine that protects us
from cancer!
That’s a really big deal!
HPV can also cause genital warts which
are not very fun – the vaccine will also
protect you from those :)

Tip: Unsure if you’ve been
vaccinated? Talk to your
trusted adults to find out
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Firstly, out of all the STIs
herpes is the least harmful
Herpes has a bad reputation.
In reality, it’s just a rash like eczema or a
heat rash
LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

Herpes
(HSV 1 & 2)

Secondly, most people
already have the herpes
virus, they just don’t have
outbreaks
Don’t worry about herpes
It’s not a big deal
There are no long term effects of herpes
It will not shorten your life
It will not make you infertile
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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Human Immunodeficiency Virus
HIV
makes your immune system deficient of
the things it needs to fight off illnesses

LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

HIV

Remember when we went over
how your immune system works
to fight off viruses?
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HIV takes host on white blood cells

LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

HIV

The virus lowers the amount of WBCs in the
body, so we are unable to fight off illnesses
like we normally do
If a person’s WBC count becomes low enough
that’s when they might get rare infections that
a healthy immune system would have been
able to fight off
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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At first, HIV was considered
an epidemic because
people were quickly getting
sick and dying

LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

HIV

Doctors and scientists didn’t understand
what was making people sick and how
to stop it, so they worked hard to find
answers and come up with a quality
treatment plan
Now, HIV+ folks can adhere to a
treatment plan that:
Increases the white blood cell count
Lowers the potency of the virus in the
body
It can get so low that the virus is
undetectable in the body, and therefore
non-transferrable to another person!
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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LE T ’S TALK ABOU T

HIV

There is also a medication
called PrEP that folks (who
don’t have HIV) can take to
protect themselves from
contracting the virus
Think of it like a shield
This is a very helpful resource for folks
who are engaging in sexual activity with
HIV+ partners
We need to honour the hard work
doctors and researchers have done to
minimize the harm HIV had on the
human race and to improve the quality
of life for folks living with HIV
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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Includes:
Wearing protection
prevents skin to skin contact and fluid to fluid contact
Condoms (internal and external)
Dental dams (thin sheet of material that can be spread over vulva or anus)
Finger cots and gloves

Getting tested frequently
stops the spreading of STIs by catching them before they’ve passed
to other partners
Talking to partners
being honest about when you were last tested and if you tested positive
for anything will decrease chances of spreading and contracting STIs
Taking necessary medication
adhering to treatment plans for STIs and taking PrEP
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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That was a lot of information!

THE MAIN TAKEAWAYS:
Having an STI doesn’t make you a bad person or dirty in any way
The stigma associated with STIs is much worse than the STIs themselves!

STIs often don’t show symptoms
Getting tested is part of being a responsible
sexually active adult
Safer sex means getting tested and treated, using protection,
and talking to partners!
STI s & SAF E S E X PRACTI CE S
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Find a clinic here:
AMERICA:

Sexual Health with Dee
sexualhealthwithdee.com

plannedparenthood.org
CANADA:

Blume University
blume.com/blogs/blumeuniversity

Optionsforsexualhealth.org
Ppt.on.ca

STIs & SAFE SEX PRACTICES

Resources

More info on STIs:
SmartSexResource.com
Catie.ca
HPVinfo.ca

Continuing Education:
Scarlateen.com
Sexualityandu.ca
teachingsexualhealth.ca/teachers/resource/stis

GEN D ER, PUBER TY, BODY SCI EN CE & CON CEPTION
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When you’re open to learning you
make the world a kinder, safer place

